
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The Olive Odysseys 

Croatia & the Dalmatian Coast 

By Land & By Sea 

with Prague & Budapest 

September 3-15 2018 

 
Day Three September 5 

Budapest, Hungary 

 

We’ll board our plane for the quick trip (1 hr 25m) to Budapest, a UNESCO World Heritage City. We’ll 

drop our bags off at the hotel and you can freshen up before we head out for a great afternoon of our 

guided tour of this magnificent city on the banks of the Danube. We will experience remarkable sites 

such as the Great Synagogue, Parliament, and the neo-Renaissance opera house. We will end up on 

Castle Hill, with views to the city and the meandering Danube itself. 

 

Budapest is also home to some classic restaurants offering superb Hungarian fare. We will dine together 

while enjoying the local wines this region is known for.  

 

Breakfast/ Flight Prague-Budapest/ Guided tour of Budapest/ Dinner together/ UNESCO World 

Heritage Site-Budapest 
 

 

The Great Synagogue of Budapest, or Sinagoga Dohány, is the second largest synagogue in the world 

(just after New York) and is truly spectacular. Confined between the confluence of Dohány, Karoli, Kiraly 

and Kerstez streets, it feels like it is hiding in plain sight. Its dimensions are 53 meters long, 26 meters 

wide and it can host up to 3,000 people at once. Located in Pest, in the eastern part of the city, this 

synagogue was built between 1854 and 1859. During World War II the entire neighborhood that surrounds 

it was transformed into the Jewish ghetto, and later into a concentration camp. As homage to this period 

of time, right next to it, there is a Jewish cemetery (many Jews who died of cold and hunger during the 

War were buried here) and the Tree of Life, a silver structure that simulates a weeping willow and that 

displays, on each leaf, the written name Jews killed during the Holocaust. 

 

The Parliament of Budapest, right next to the Danube, constitutes one of Budapest’s unforgettable 

panoramas. It is the third largest Parliament in the world, second only to that of Romania and Argentina. 

Inspired by Neo-Gothic style, it boasts 691 rooms while running 268 meters long and 118 meters wide. 

Forty million bricks were used to build it, and it is protected by 88 statues of different Hungarian kings 

and heads of state. On addition the building is 96 meters high, a symbolic gesture to the conquest of the 

Kingdom of Hungary in the year 896 and the celebration of its first millennium in 1896. 

 

Crowning the hilly west bank of the Buda side of Budapest is Castle Hill, a district packed with historic 

sights and famous for its splendid vistas overlooking the city. Castle hill is a complex of buildings, among 

them the Royal Palace, which was once the residence of Hungarian Kings. Rebuilt many times because of 

war damage, and endless remodeling, today’s Royal Palace is a mix of architectural styles. No longer a 

royal residence, the palace is now home to the Hungarian National Gallery and the Budapest History 

Museum. Both of these institutions host a large collection of Hungarian paintings, drawings and 

sculptures. Sandor Palace, now the home of the President of the Republic, can also be found here, and a 

traditional changing of the guards’ ceremony takes place right in front of it. 

 

September 5 & 6 Budapest, Hungary Baltazár Budapest Baltazár Budapest 1014 Budapest, Országház utca 
31. Hungary : +36 1 300 7050, hotel: +36 1 300 7051  

 

Patricia- 0030-697-297-5727  

Manolis-0030-697-297-5737 
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